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Abstract

In this study, we describe the most ultralightweight living legged robot to date that makes it a strong candidate
for a search and rescue mission. The robot is a living beetle with a wireless electronic backpack stimulator
mounted on its thorax. Inheriting from the living insect, the robot employs a compliant body made of soft
actuators, rigid exoskeletons, and flexure hinges. Such structure would allow the robot to easily adapt to any
complex terrain due to the benefit of soft interface, self-balance, and self-adaptation of the insect without any
complex controller. The antenna stimulation enables the robot to perform not only left/right turning but also
backward walking and even cessation of walking. We were also able to grade the turning and backward walking
speeds by changing the stimulation frequency. The power required to drive the robot is low as the power
consumption of the antenna stimulation is in the order of hundreds of microwatts. In contrast to the traditional
legged robots, this robot is of low cost, easy to construct, simple to control, and has ultralow power consumption.
Keywords: insect-machine hybrid robot, beetle, legged robot, biobot, electrical stimulation

heat, and living tissues are commonly used as actuators for
such robots.3,11–15 Pneumatic actuators and heat produce fast
responses, but they limit the size and mobility of the robots.
Furthermore, the slow response of SMAs limits the speed
of the robots, whereas tissue engineering is complicated and
limited to certain conditions.3,11–15 In addition, high power
consumption is also a serious issue in soft robotics.3–5
Alternatively, it is possible to use a living insect as a platform
to develop a living insect–machine hybrid robot. Such a hybrid
retains the complex structure of the insect’s rigid exoskeleton,
compliant joints, and soft actuators, as well as the insect’s locomotion capability, and it does so while enabling high controllability and low power consumption. Such an insect–machine
hybrid robot is made of a living insect platform with a miniaturized electronic device attached on it to control it. By using the
insect itself as the robot, researchers bypass the complex processes of designing and fabricating the robot body, using the
insect’s muscular system as the soft actuators and flexible joints
and its nervous system as part of the control system.16–25
Such hybrids not only exhibit high-precision locomotion
but also have soft interfaces with the surrounding environment that provide a high level of adaptation. Recent decades
have seen the use of these systems in flight initiation/

Introduction

R

igid elements used to construct robots constrain their
locomotive abilities and limit them to stiff interactions
with their surrounding environment. While such robots have
high performance and repeatability in predetermined environments, the stiff structure makes it hard for them to adapt to
unpredictable environments. On the other hand, robots made
of soft materials or combinations of soft and rigid materials
have high flexibility and good adaptability to their environments. This makes them more suitable for operating in reallife environments and has led to a surge of interest in soft
robotics in recent years.1–5
The development of soft robotics relies heavily on examples provided by animal structures and locomotion, such as
octopus arms, elephant trunks, kangaroo tails, starfish, fish,
and worm and snake bodies.3,4,6–10 While soft-body-inspired
robots are slow and lack precision, for example, those inspired by worms or starfish,1,3–5,10 the combination of rigid
and soft materials may enable the construction of robots with
precision of control similar to that of traditional robots, but
with higher flexibility and capability, such as that of snakes
or fish.3,7 Pneumatic devices, smart material alloys (SMAs),
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cessation, flight steering control, and walking and feedback
control of insects.22,26–28
The first walking insect–machine hybrid robot, introduced
by Holzer and Shimoyama in 1997, included an electronic
backpack with two photosensors and an onboard algorithm
mounted on a live cockroach to control it to follow a straight
line.23 The robot was not able to follow the line for long time
because of using only directional stimulation without optimizing the electrical stimulus. Recently, the Bozkurt group
demonstrated a cockroach biobot that can be automatically
controlled to follow a curved path with a success rate of 10%,
while that of left/right turning was 74%.24,29 The low success
rates would be due to their stimulation protocol, which varied
only the stimulation side and fixed the electrical stimulus.
Erickson et al. demonstrated the graded response of the
cockroach behavior by changing the stimulus amplitude with
a success rate of 50%.30 However, tuning the stimulus amplitude would lead to electrode and tissue damage due to
electrode oxidation when high levels of charge per phase and
high charge density occur and lead to low success rate.31,32
To control these cockroach-based robots, an electrical
signal was applied to antennae of the live insect to provide the
command to steer it in the desired direction. The antenna
stimulation triggered the insect’s escape mechanism, making
it turn to the contralateral side accordingly.23,24,30 Nonetheless, the current cockroach–machine hybrid robot is not
lightweight (3–4 g for the backpack with battery and 6–8 g for
the cockroach). The bulky backpack limits their locomotion capability, and the high power consumption for wireless
communication (around 90 mW) is a huge challenge for
further miniaturization. Although this cockroach-based hybrid robot demonstrated the capability of left/right turning
and forward motion, it lacked safe and reliable graded response behavior and backward movement control.23,24,30
While graded responses are required for precise motion
control, especially when closed-loop control is implemented,
the backward movement would enhance the locomotion capability of the living robot, thus helping to produce efficient
motion planning for walking control. Besides, one of the
targeted applications for the insect–machine hybrid robot is
search and rescue missions at disaster sites as it may easily
enter the rubble generated. Since rubble size is unpredictable,
the smaller the size, the higher the chance the robot can pass
through the rubble for a search mission.33–35 However,
scaling down the size of the insect–machine hybrid system is
challenging as it depends strongly on the insect platform as
well as the electronic components.
Herein, we present an ultralightweight insect–machine
hybrid robot with high locomotion capability that challenges
other current insect–machine hybrid robots in term of size,
weight, and locomotion capability (Fig. 1A). This hybrid
robot was developed on a platform consisting of a live beetle, (*0.5 g) Zophobas morio, to which we attached electronic components weighing *0.45 g. These include a
preprogrammed backpack stimulator and two 1.55-V coin-cell
batteries (Fig. 1B). The power consumption for wireless
communication is about 1.5 mW, whereas that for electrical
stimulation is around 180 lW. Electrical pulses were applied
to the insect’s antennae through working electrodes to cause
the insect to turn through its escape mechanism. This is the
first time antenna stimulation succeeded on the beetle, although it was applied on the cockroach for a long period. We
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also introduced a safe and efficient protocol to grade beetle
responses by fixing the stimulus amplitude and pulse width
while varying the pulse frequency.
Such a protocol helped to avoid tissue damage that resulted
in a high success rate in turning control (85%) and maintained
the long-term performance (5 days) of the living robot. Moreover, we were able to control and grade backward walking of
the beetle by alternating left/right antenna stimulation. These
graded behaviors and backward walking are necessary for
precise motion control and efficient motion planning when a
closed-loop control system is required to develop the living
robot toward a real search and rescue mission. The small size of
our beetle-based living robot (2–2.5 cm) would help it to access
small rubbles of disaster sites more easily than the current
cockroach-based living robot (5–7.5 cm) in a search mission.
Materials and Methods
Living insect platform

Zophobas morio, also known as darkling beetle, was used
as the platform for this insect–machine hybrid robot. The
insect is an ideal model for this study because of its relatively
small size (*2–2.5 cm), light weight (*0.4–0.6 g), and long
life span (*3 months).
Implantation

After being anesthetized using CO2, the beetle was gently
immobilized by clay on a wooden plate. A small hole was bored
in the middle of the pronotum using an insect pin (No. 00,
Indigo Instruments), and two other holes were created by cutting the antennae. The ends of three Teflon-coated silver wire
electrodes (70 lm diameter, bare; 100 lm diameter, coated; AM Systems) were burned to expose the bare silver wire and then
were implanted into the holes to a depth of 2 mm. The electrodes
were attached to the beetle’s cuticle using melted beeswax. The
other ends of the two antenna electrodes were connected to the
outputs of the microcontroller or the positive output of the
function generator, whereas that of the pronotum was connected
to the ground terminal (GND) (Fig. 1B and Supplementary
Fig. S1A, B; Supplementary Data are available online at www.
libertpub.com/soro).
Wireless backpack stimulator

The insect–machine hybrid robot uses a simple wireless
backpack to receive commands and stimulate the beetle. The
core of the backpack is a small microcontroller (ATtiny85V,
20 MHz, with 8K of memory). Two outputs are used to generate
pulse trains at frequencies of 1–50 Hz for each of the antennae,
and one input is used to receive command signals. The infrared
(IR) receiver module is connected to this input to receive the
IR signal emitted by the computer. One light emitting diode
(LED) is connected to each of the outputs to indicate which side
is being stimulated (Fig. 1B). The backpack is powered by two
coin-cell batteries (1.55 V, 8 mAh). The backpack and batteries
are fixed onto the pronotum and elytra of the beetle using
beeswax (Fig. 1A).
Motion-tracking system

To evaluate the beetle’s response to electrical stimulation, a
motion-tracking system30 was used (Supplementary Fig. S1C,
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FIG. 1. (A) An overview of the insect–machine hybrid robot. A wireless stimulator backpack was mounted on the living
insect platform (Zophobas morio), with two WE, one implanted in each antenna and one CE implanted in the pronotum of
the beetle. (B) Schematic of the backpack. (C) Top view (left) and bottom view (right) of the backpack. CE, counter
electrode; GND, ground terminal; VCC, positive power terminal; WE, working electrodes. Color images available online at
www.liebertpub.com/soro
D). It consists of the following three subcomponents: (1) a
treadmill structure that holds a styrofoam ball, with a miniaxial
fan that creates an airbed to support the styrofoam ball to allow
the beetle to move freely, (2) two ADNS-9800 laser-optic
motion sensors as well as two Arduino microprocessors that
feed positional data into a computer, and (3) a data acquisition
and control unit comprising a MATLAB user interface that
allows for data collection and analysis. The walking trajectories of the wireless-controlled insect (Figs. 2A and 3A) were
reconstructed using Digitizing Tools from Hedrick Lab.36

the electrical signals on the locomotion of the darkling beetle.
Once the MATLAB user interface had been initiated, electrical
signals of a given frequency and amplitude were applied to the
antenna muscles and synced to the MATLAB user interface.
The sequence of frequencies used was randomized to prevent
bias and to allow the beetle to adapt to changing frequencies.
The stimulation voltage and pulse width were fixed at 2.5 V
and 2 ms, respectively. The duration of each stimulation trial
was 2 s, while a minimum of 1 s was allowed between trials.
Results

Electrical stimulation

Square-wave electrical pulses from a function generator
were sent to stimulate the turning response of the beetle. A
pulse applied to the left antenna muscle produces a rightward
motion, and vice versa. Seven different frequencies (1, 5, 10,
20, 30, 40, and 50 Hz) were used to investigate the effects of

The physical contact of the antennae induced high impulses of the mechanosensory interneurons and thus evoked
the escape behavior of the insect as the insects use antennae
as feelers for navigation.37,38 The firing rate of the interneurons followed exactly the frequency of tactile stimulus
on the antennae37 and was correlated with the turning angle
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FIG. 2. (A) Turning response of the insect–machine hybrid robot when a sequence of left/right stimulations was applied.
The beetle made contralateral turns when stimulated. Red and green markers indicate the period of right and left stimulation,
respectively, whereas the black line indicates the walking path with no stimulation. Blue arrows indicate the direction of the
beetle’s motion. (B) Graded turning response of the beetle. The turning rate increased when the stimulation frequency
increased. (C) The success rate for stimulated turning. The success rate ranges from about 65% to 80% for stimulation
frequencies between 1 and 10 Hz, whereas for the range from 20 to 50 Hz, the success rate is more than 85% (N = 4 beetles,
n = 222 trials). (D) The velocity change of the beetle due to electrical stimulation. The insect increased its speed when the
antennae were stimulated, with the speed increasing with the stimulation frequency. In all cases, the pulse train was set at
2.5 V and 2 ms pulse width. Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/soro

of the insect, which increased along with the increment of the
firing rate.38 The electrical stimulation of antennae would be
able to emulate the tactile stimulus and trigger the escape
mechanism of the insect, enabling it to move in the desired
direction.23,24,30 Letting the insect control its own legs helps
to preserve its natural locomotion capability. Thus, the insect
can perform all the leg movements needed to walk, run, and
climb naturally and adaptively. In this way, we save the time
otherwise needed to optimize the walking gait of the robot in
different environments and reduce both the required memory
of the controller and power consumption.3,4
Turning in response to electrical
stimulation of the antennae

A train of electrical pulses applied to the antennae of the
beetle worked as an emulation of an obstacle, biasing the beetle
to turn, just as similar signals generated when the antennae
touch a real obstacle.37–43 Stimulation of the right antenna

induces a left turn, and vice versa (Fig. 2A and Supplementary
Movie S1). In addition, the insect exhibits a graded response
in turning, increasing its turning rate when the stimulation
frequency is increased (Fig. 2B and Supplementary Fig. S2).
The beetle showed little reaction to frequencies <10 Hz, with
stimulation success rates of 65–80%, whereas the beetles tried
to remove the electrodes from their antennae for frequencies
beyond 50 Hz. In the range of 20–50 Hz, the success rate in
response to stimuli was 85% and above (N = 4 beetles, n = 222
trials). The beetles showed clearly graded responses to electrical stimulation at 10 Hz as the turning rate increased when
the stimulation frequency increased (N = 4 beetles, n = 222
trials). The increase in response would be due to rise in the
firing rate of mechanosensory interneurons when increasing
the antenna stimulation frequency, which drove a stronger
reaction of the insect’s effort to escape.30,38 The most effective
stimulation response occurred around 300–400 ms after initiation of stimulation. After that period, the insect tried to return
to its initial direction, and the turning rates declined and
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FIG. 3. (A) The response of the beetle due to backward stimulation. When backward stimulation was applied, the beetle
moved backward while the heading angle remained the same. The blue arrows indicate the moving direction of the beetle,
while green arrows show the heading of the beetle. The stimulation is highlighted in orange, while the black line is the path
without stimulation. The pulse train was set at 2.5 V and 2 ms pulse width. (B) The induced backward walking speed due to
electrical stimulation. The backward walking speed of the beetles is graded as a function of stimulation frequency. The
walking speed when stimulating both antennae (gray dashed line) was lower than that when stimulating the antennae
alternatively (continuous black line). The successful rate of backward walking stimulation is 100% for all frequencies (N = 4
beetles, n = 184 trials). Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/soro
fluctuated (Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3). In addition, the
beetles increased their walking speeds during electrical stimulation (Fig. 2D). The cause of escape behavior is the insect’s
tendency to move away from a source of danger.23,24,40–43
Moreover, the insects were able to maintain the responses to
electrical stimulation of antennae for the long term (5 days,
N = 5, n = 1058 stimulations) (Supplementary Fig. S4).
Backward walking

When there is an obstacle in front of the beetle and both
antennae touch it, the signals generated from both mechanosensory interneurons cause it to move backward to avoid the
obstacle.38 Similarly, when both the beetle’s antennae were
stimulated, this emulated signal from both mechanosensory
interneurons biased the beetle to move backward (Fig. 3A
and Supplementary Movie S2). However, stimulating both
antennae at the same time drove the beetles to move backward for a short period of 400 ms, then stop walking for the
rest of the stimulation (Supplementary Fig. S5). On the other
hand, alternately stimulating the antennae drove the beetle to
move backward continuously (Supplementary Fig. S6). This
is similar to the natural way an insect approaches obstacles
and turns. When one antenna detects an obstacle, the insect
turns to the other side and thus senses the obstacle from the
other antenna, making it move backward.40–43 Similar to the
turning response, the backward motion was also graded as a
function of the stimulation frequency (Fig. 3B).
Low power consumption

The backpack has a low power consumption of about 3 mW
during its active mode and 0.6 lW during its sleep mode. The
IR receiver requires around 1.35 mW for wireless communication. Furthermore, the power required for electrical stimulation of the antennae is around 180 lW, for a 0.5 s pulse train
at 50 Hz, 2.5 V, and 2 ms pulse width. (Supplementary Fig. S7).

This is much lower than the power required for conventional
actuators made of SMAs and piezoelectric materials. With two
coin-cell batteries (SR416SW, 1.55 V, 8 mAh) as the power
supply, the system can last for about 8 h in active mode and
41 h in sleep mode. Thus, the insect–machine hybrid robot can
travel at most about 1.15 km (with the average speed of the
insect at 4 cm/s), which is enough for a rescue mission. Implementing energy harvesting modules such as solar power
cells and biofuel cells44–46 would enhance the lifetime of the
backpack, preserving it for more time-consuming tasks.
Limitation

The drawback of the antenna stimulation method is that
there is a risk of command failure if an insect chooses the
wrong direction or does not follow the command. However,
this problem may be solved by using a feedback control system
to change the rate of stimulation or a stimulation scheme for
precisely steering the insect.
Conclusion

In this article, we have demonstrated an ultralightweight insect–machine hybrid robot exhibiting high locomotion capability and low power consumption. This hybrid robot can be fully
controlled by modulating only two parameters: the choice of the
left or right side for stimulation and the frequency of the stimulation signal. The living robot was able to perform graded responses and backward walking that are necessary to develop
precise motion control and efficient motion planning toward an
autonomous living robot for search and rescue. The implantation
method and hardware design for this system are simple and can
be easily duplicated for mass production. The flexibility provided
by employing the insect’s own muscular system and joints helps
the insect–machine hybrid robot to easily adapt to any unfamiliar
terrains. Our preliminary implementation of a wireless control
system promotes the development of an insect–machine hybrid
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robot. Further work on hardware, control systems, and theory
may enable the development of controls for more complex behaviors such as swarming.
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